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Controlling enantioselectivity of alcohol dehydrogenase-catalyzed transformations using site-directed mutagenesis enabled their 
used in racemization of enantiopure secondary alcohols and in deracemization of racemic secondary alcohols. Controlled 

racemization of enantiopure secondary alcohols is achieved using various mutants of secondary alcohol dehydrogenase from 
Thermoanaerobacter ethanolicus (TeSADH) and in the presence of the reduced and oxidized forms of its cofactor nicotinamide-
adenine dinucleotide. We also developed a deracemization method for secondary alcohols that uses a single mutant of TeSADH 
in two steps. A single mutant of TeSADH enables the non-stereoselective oxidation of racemic alcohols to ketones, followed by a 
stereoselective reduction reaction for the resulted ketone. The key component in this deracemization approach is the ability to control 
the TeSADH-catalyzed transformations using protein engineering and medium engineering. Varying the amounts of acetone and 
2-propanol co-substrates controls the stereoselectivities of the consecutive oxidation and reduction reactions, respectively. We used 
one enzyme to accomplish deracemization of secondary alcohols with up to >99% ee and >99% recovery in one pot and without the 
need to isolate the prochiral ketone intermediate. This deracemization approach is simple, efficient and environmentally benign.

Figure 1: Single enzymatic approach for secondary alcohols using Thermoanaerobacter ethanolicus secondary alcohol dehydrogenase.
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